
My Experience of Pushing Through to Victory

I had an experience during the week of pushing through the mental attacks and difficulties to get an
answer so that I was released into victory.

On the Monday I had a situation that rocked me because what I expected to happen didn’t happen.
Because  I  operate  on  with  Kingdom  principles  of  ‘No  Disappointments’ and  ‘No  Regrets’,  I
immediately warred against my soul which had switched into disappointment. Although I worked
hard to turn my soul off being disappointed, I subconsciously submitted to the disappointment.

During the remaining week many things went wrong so that the peace and rest I normally operate in
disappeared. I had run-ins with people and I handled numerous situations poorly.

Even though I judged myself before the Lord, repented and asked for forgiveness for the original
disappointment and my bad attitudes for the other circumstances during the week, I had no peace.

Now at this point in the past, while in the religious system, I would have sought out an appropriate
brother of sister in the Lord to pray for me. Instead, I asked the Lord with my spirit on a continual
basis what the source of the trouble was – what had opened the door to a ‘bad’ week. I took this
route for a solution because my Kingdom life is about being in partnership with the King, and he’s
asked me to seek counsel from him. This is what I did: He was to be my solution, not people.

I received the answer on Sunday morning and was able to identify the issue, repent of it and move
on in victory. The reason was:

• I  had  originally  opened  the  door  to  the  accuser  by  submitting  subconsciously  to  the
disappointment. This occurred because I knew I was not to respond in that fashion to any
circumstance.

• The other events during the week were attacks of trouble during which my responses to
people had caused me to be unconsciously wounded by them. I had no idea I was being
wounded as this is not normal for me these days.

I continue to press through for victory, totally relying on the King, and I’ve since learned to monitor
my subconscious thoughts so that all doors remain closed to the accuser.
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